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Problem : “Space is big. Really big. You just won't
believe how vastly, hugely, mind-bogglingly big it is. I
mean, you may think it's a long way down the road to the
chemist, but that's just peanuts to space.” (D. Adams, The
Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy)
Coupled with the Inverse
Square Law, this feature
of the solar system means
that deep-space vehicles
are typically
characterized by large
antennas and large solar
arrays. Small areas/
apertures inadequate for
typical data demands

Why is a (cubesat/smallsat) mission worth flying ?
• Somebody Important said it was (e.g. Decadal Survey,
SDTs, etc.) Difficult – if it was easy, it would have been
done…?
• Obtain (lots of) novel data (new technique, improved
resolution, new location, etc.) – discovery potential (qv
GRAIL). Difficult – smallsats challenged to return large
data volumes because of energy limits (see next slides)
• Hypothesis testing - choosing between theories (qv GP-B)
Some niches may exist (but I’d keep them to myself..)
• Nonscientific reasons (geopolitical, political, technology
demonstration, etc.) Perhaps the strongest reasons…but
not discussed further here.

Information (Science Value) proportional to
Logarithm of Data Amount ?
Consider temperature. First order question, what is the
temperature (e.g. of Mars?) Next, how much does temperature
change in the diurnal cycle? How much in the seasonal cycle ?
Are there interannual variation (dust storms) ? What is the
character of short-period (turbulent fluctuations?) Are there
intermediate variations (thermal tides) etc…
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Variability and Power Laws in Nature
Many phenomena are power-law distributed (e.g. GutenbergRichter law for Earthquakes, forest fires, stock market shocks,
dust devils on Mars..)
Observing for progressively
longer periods (or with
more sensitive instruments)
yields progressively deeper
phenomena.
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Smallsat Science Expectations
Unless a new instrument is providing a new ‘window’, or the
location of the measurement platform is novel, scientific
progress typically requires an ~order of magnitude advance
of area coverage, measurement resolution or sensitivity*,
measurement duration etc. to justify the expense of a new
mission.
This tendency is evident in the typical flyby orbiter or
lander  rover progression. (e.g. Voyager 1 at Saturn ~100
Gb; Cassini nominal mission ~1000 Gb; lander= 1 site, rover
= tens of sites)
Can a smallsat do this ?
*sometimes new detectors can pull this off. Usually means
bigger aperture/telescope…..
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Pioneer Venus – first close look
15W radar instrument
38cm Antenna
3708 bits per spacecraft rotation
(12s ~ so 350 bps)
Yielded mapping resolution of
~20km
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Magellan
Designed to ‘Map Venus as well as
Mariner 9 mapped Mars’. 1100 W
solar panels. ~ 1 AU distance, warm
conditions, 3.7m High Gain Antenna
400W radar acquires science data
(~100m/pix) at 806 kbps (i.e. ~ 0.5
mJ/bit ) Transmits ~1.8 Gbit data to
Earth at 268 kbps for ~2 hours per
3-hr orbit
Hence end-to-end energy demand
is 12 MJ per 1.8 Gbit, or 7 mJ/bit
Even with an active instrument like
radar, the tacquisition cost is a
relatively small part of the total –
energy demands are dominated by
telecom
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Spacecraft with High-Gain Antennas. ~5 mJ/bit from Mars/Venus,
50 mJ/bit from Saturn. Lorenz, R. 2015. Energy Cost of Acquiring and Transmitting
Science Data on Deep Space Missions, Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, .52, 1691-1695
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Approach works for LGA/omni antenna missions too (but
scale factor is 200x larger)
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Galileo Probe
Helium Abundance Detector
Jupiter helium abundance
was a key measurement of
Galileo. So important was
measured two ways (HAD +
mass spectrometer)
HAD – refractive index
4 bits/s 0.9 W 220 mJ/bit
Ultimate science result
Y=0.234 +/-0.005 (i.e.
about 7 bits of information,
although about 20 kbit
required to obtain)
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Data selection and compression – ways of
increasing science value of each bit to ground
Huygens SSP Penetrometer
Logarithmic amplifier –
span dynamic range with 8
bits
Triggered sampling
(hardware freeze of circular
buffer)
Event detection common for e.g. dust counters, seismic
instruments. Image change detection (OASIS/MER) to detect
dust devils. Etc.
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Conclusions
Smallsats are cool. But expectations of their science value must
be tempered by the high bar set by preceding missions, and the
fundamentals of information value, aperture and energy.
Small measurement platforms delivered to make in-situ
measurements can have high value (but delivery is the challenge!)
Data compression/selection is key to maximizing the science
value per data bit.
Simple rules of thumb can scope overall data return (e.g. 5
mJ/bit/AU for HGA-equipped missions)
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Technology beats the inverse square law (up to a point)
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In-situ instruments, and outer solar system
missions, tend to have larger energy demands
Cassini Orbiter
Instrument Name
CIRS
ISS
UVIS
VIMS
CAPS
CDA
INMS
MAG
MIMI
RPWS
Radar

Composite Infrared Spectrometer
Imaging Science Subsystem
Ultraviolet Imaging Spectrometer
Visual and Infrared Mapping Spec
Cassini Plasma Spectrometer
Cosmic Dust Analyzer
Ion and Neutral Mass Spectrometer
Magnetometer
Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument
Radio and Plasma Wave Subsystem
Radar

Huygens Probe
DISR
Descent Imager Spectral Radiometer
GCMS
Gas Chromatograph Mass Spectrometer
HASI
Atmospheric Structure Instrument
SSP
Surface Science Package

Power
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